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Abstract

The written Literpcy'Forum illUstrates a model of callab4

relationships, and interdependence among researchers and teacher

heightened teaChers' awareness of the complexity of the writing proc

multiple opportunities to foster good writing. It has stimulated dissussion

of the nature of writing across grade levels. And it has focused re$eerch

,questions on issues that are likely to yield findings of immediate 141Wcal

value to teachers. This paper describes the first two years' activities of

the Written Literacy' Forum.

a
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THE WRITTEN "LITERACY FORUM:
COMBINING ASEARCH AND.PRACTICil.'

. .

ahristopher M.'Clark and Susan Florio-Ruane

The Written Literacy Forum is a Collaborative efforf,by teachers and

researchers aimed at developing effective means of bringing research on the
!

teaching of writing into practice. Founded in September 1981, the Fot m has

conducted inquiry tnto the relations14P between written literacy, re arch .and
A

Practice through-two 'kiridn6Of activity: (1) Forum,detiberations, in which the'

45, nine .members (five teachers and fpur),,researchers)A4scussed and analyied key.
`ot

issues in'the:teaching of writing, and (2) planning, delivering, 'and,reflect-,

ing on inseryiCe workshops on writing InstrUction. 'In. both of these major

activities we drew from the. substantial, data base (Clark. and Florio, with
.

Elmore, Martini Maxwell, & Metheny, 1982). collected in. the IRT Written.,
A; .10

Literacy ProjeCt (in which allinitial Forum members were participants), from

the research literature, on wring and froth the ektensive.prac-
.-

tical experiences of the p rticipaiing teachers and, researchers, themaelves.

By these means we, sought to develop thoroughly grounded and.practiCalways o

bringing the fruits of research on writing into action in the classroom.'

'U'.
Background of the Written Literacy Forum

Written literacy is an acknowledged and valued outcome of schooling in

American society, yet it,has lamented that writing is the most neglected
, 3

'This paper appeared in Teacher EduCation Quarterly,' 1983, 1,0(3).

2Christopher M. Clark and Susan Florio-Ruane coordinate the IRT's.Written
Literacy Forum. They coordinated'ihe IRT's now - completed Written Literacy,
Project, from which the Forum developed., Clark is an associate professor in

AiSU's Department of Counseling, Educational Psychology, and SpeciarEducation.
FloriO-Ruane is an associate professor in the Department of Teacher..EdUcation.
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expressive iindain both teaching and research. The social and cognitive
,

1

complexities of writing makei.t1 a difficult activity to study. But writing
A -

instruction continues toba a thqrny responsibility of teachers, and the

.

.y4
i .

.

.

economic'and social utures ofchaldren teat in part'nn their mastery ofsome

.

, --
set of writing skills. FOrtheselreasons,,it.is fitting that teachers and

4 ,
,....

. .

'I researchers with diyer e,skills and interests invest energy and creativity in
.., ..

t
.

.

the study of. writing in as ioo.lsk
, ,

t

Itis Precisely.because wr In literacy is important, comnle4 and-not

well understood that it is an appropriate topic for the deliberatias of a
It

'fop such as that deaI cribed here. Of the, relatively little research done. on

writing, most has considered, by means of experimental and correlational
c,

f
\

studies, analytically isolated parts', of the writing process. Many researchers

on writing acknowledge the Complexit$, of their task and the limitations of ,.

t .
. .

.

conventional' research designs. For pe:study of writing instruction, te-
l. .

. ,

searchets need a new approach tnrelliting research and practice, an,apProach

with power and flexibility proportional to the challenge.

By and'large,(themillions of d011ars invested in rerarch 'on teaching

over'the last l years have not dramItically affected the practice :of teach-
. P

ing. In part, this is because accumulating raaearch filingais a slow and

_deliberate business, and the demands of the classroOm will not patiently

for researchers -to come up with precise,answers. to precise questions... Another

1 part o:1 the explanation is that much of research on teaching'pUrsues answers

to questions that are of little practice interest to teachers and teacher

-'educators. The right answers-to the wrong questions will not find geir.way

into the classroom, regardless of the language used to report bhese.findings

or the power of the teacher training methods that accompany them.



But even when-research on teaching is'timely and addressed:questions of,\,

real interestito practicing-.teachers, the problem of putting research into

.

practice is not automatically solved. Because every classroom 'situation is

unique, a list of prescriptions for teachineyill miss.the mark more often

than not or be couched in such .general teiimaas to constitute a set of °mere

slogans. Furthermore, teachers are thinking professionals_and not mere' tech7

nitians. They deserve and need. to have:a sense of ownership over what, why,

ancrhow they teach. Both the processes of inquiry and the findings of re-

starch on teaching ,Oust be'bubjected to careful deliberation by.all_interested

parties in order-to-ground recommendations for the practice of teaching in the

wisdom and e4eriente of practitioners..,
t

The Written. Literacy Fpxud was.crPated:as one possible answer to the

challenge of.bringing-research.and practice, together. In creating'it, we Ea-

..,
,

tempted to modify the traditional culture of resea h that defines
,

teachers as
. ,

( :
I,

'

.Subjects, researchers as data analysts, and teacher educators as change

/agents. Each participant in the Written literacy,Forum takes'on 6,117of - these

,

?roles and more. New Social, methcidological, and theoretical fors develop as
.

we collectively reflect on the teaching and learning- of'Writing in schools:

To the extent that we meet the conditions of timeliness, relevance, and

practice-grounded deliberation over research processes. and results, the two

'worlds, of researchand practice begin to - inform one atktb*r. '-.1.

.

Nk.. .

To odify the less than satidfaCtory status quo in ways that teachers,

tresearch rst, and teacher educators acquire and use knowledge about teaching

"an4 learning, new ways of working together".are being attempted and documented.

The *orum tends the conventional boundaries Of 'te'ac 'ing, research, and

teacher education. As members of these three distinct eduCational groups come
. 16.

toge her in the Forum to raise and seek answers to questions abOnt writing



instruction, they also seek a shared universe of discourse and.a, cOmmon

language of inquiry. In the negotiation and understanding'of the.study of

J.

writing instruction, researchers and practitioners-bring different strengths

and interests. But, in. the context of the Forum, trust and dla ogue cap

arise, yieldingnot only increased knowledge about the process of writing'in-

struction, but insight into the process of. professional' development as it is

experienced by practitioners aLad researchers alike.

The First Year

A perusal of the minutes from the 1981 -82 Forum meetings shows that much

of our agenda was taken up with deliberating the group's goals and purposes. .

Underlying those deliberations was a collective comthitment within the group to
0

both support of the. teaching-of Forum members and servito the profession at

4

large. Central to onr'deliberations were several questions concerning' the .

process of bringing research into practice: ,

1. Of the many findings reported in the Written Literacy Project; which
were of most salience and use to practitioners? To student teachers?
To administrators? To researchers?

2. Which formats for sharing the research would be best suited to the
'content? The audience? The social.setting of the inservice?

3.' What is .the nature of discourse among 'various social'groups in the
field of education, land how would the social identitps of the van'-
ous participants play themselVes out in the inservice situation?

Ph following section of this report summarizes what we learned about

answers to aCh of these questions as a. consequence of sharing our work with

Other membereof the educational community through varied and novel inservice

formats and-activities.



Inseivice Content

The technical report of our original research and other publications of

the Written LiteracYProject (Clark & Florio et al., 1982) provided a substan-

. L

tial corpus.of information from which the Forum selected in planning the in-
.-

ierviced. This corpas already reflected judgments of the research team about

what was learned in the study and what was important to report. However; when

these reports were reexamin2d in dialogue with the. teachers in the,ForuM, the

group noted that a legitimate

pleted a htudy, what does it

meaningful to practitioners?"

question for research was, "After you have com-

take to'render the findings ina form that is

. \Answering this question is both a last step in

the research process and a first step in sharing what has been learned and

planning new studies.

We discoveredas we thought about this question that the practitioners in

our group had /identified a small number of key findingsithit they argued pet-

0
suasively would be of interest and use to teachers. These key findings were

linked to several themes that run through the reports of our research. They ,

are (1) connections between home/community and classroop in writing instruc-

.1 4

tion, .(2) functions of and opportunities for writing in everyday classrobm s.
0, a.

life, and (3) long-r 'Le planning and its role in writing instruction.4 Each

a

of.these three themes ighlights an aspect of the realities of classroom life

with which teachers have to contend. The research describes these "classroOM

realities astheAare managed by experienced teachers and dray ime.ications

that build upqe life as it is in classrooms rather than offering utopian sug-

gestions for the transformation of classrOom teaching that are beyond the

scope of what teachers can realistically accomplis The sample teacher-made

materials appended to this report illustrate how the Forum-teachers 'worked

from research findings to develop instructional materials for other teachers.

-
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We learned in this process that the issue of audience is powerfully

related to cN).ices of what to report from a large research project such as

ourse It is worthy of note that the researchers did not necessarily choose

It the, same themes to highlight when preparing reports to scholarly ,audiences,

nor were the Materials prepared by the teachers of equivalent interest to

audiences of teachers, student teachers, and administrators. At the very

least, such a discovery threw'questions of the relation between theory and

practice into new light for the Forum. Theoreticians came to be viewed as

.practitioners, too, with their.own practical concerns, special skills, and

ways of speaking. And practitioners were no longer members of a vast

undifferentiated category of schdol people td'46.. Teachers; Curriculum

specialists, principals, teacher educators, and student teachers /are different
I

interest groups with different concerns, technical jargon, and spheres ofre-

spodbibility. Not all research content is of use or interest to all of these

audiences,, and not all formats for sharing research are equally effective.

Inservice *ormat r

%

To date, the Forum has Worked with three formats for sharing research

findings (see appendix). For sensitizing graduate student - researchers to the

subtle but important process of negotiating entry into schools and classrooms,

the Forum dedigned a simuia ion game. gfter the simulation waspiloied with

graduate students in the field-work research course sequence at MSU, students

0 had an opportunity to eValuaee the experience. The Fdrum members made subse-

quent revisions in the simulationwith an eye toward- -proposing it' as the cen-

tral activity in an intensive training session on "Relations in the Field" to

be presented in conjunction with a future annual meeting of the American

Educational Research Association.
k.

I



In addition to the'simulation, which was highly successful in the

graduate seminar setting where students are eager to experience the process of

making entry in preparation for their oin research the Forum has experimented

with the small roundtable format so sucassfui at professional meetings. rn

its work with classroom teachers, curriculum specialists, and administrators,

.

Forum members recognized thata fOrmat that made the most of the brief time

\nay professionals were ablevto spare and that engaged them as colleagues able

to'make choices about their professional development Tight deliver the in-
-,

service meetings from their usual separation of "experts" frot"rclients."'

Thus, we developed'the format of four brief simultaneous, teacher-led round- ,

tables each treating an important theme in our research. Participani4.aere

free to jpove from table to table at their 'leisure in one case and were routed

from h i presentation to brief presentatign in several others. In both ver-

sioos, the teacher pres ters and their research"colleagues were challenged to

be succinct and pertinent in their remarks and were available for more Judi-
,

vidualized follow-upwith interested participants later. The format was also

sensitive to the inservice as a social event in many school districts. The.

flow of people from place to place left time for enjoying a cup of coffee en- .

route or for sitting with one's colleagues from another building. Each table

was a place to be introduced to a topic of interest and to written

handout materialmaterial as well. This format, to date, has been well-xeceived by the

teachers and student' teachers who have participated in our inservices..

A third and extremely promising format for sharing the findings of re-,,

search is the group analysis of case studies. In a recent paper (Florio &

CJ,ark, 1983) we' developed an argument' for the use of well-crafted case studies

deriving from'research on teaching as an important adjunct to the field exper-

ienOe for undergraduates preparing to become teachers. During the 1982r83'



...--1

-Academic year, our case studies have been part of the curricuium in a number. .0,
...", ., ,

. v .
. .

cdcourses.for.telucationstwientsetr° s4 11ege of Education. 'These
.1' ,

-courses include,,the inttoducioty field experience in teaching, educational

psychology, and language arts methods. We have been learning in the Forum

that thg gasevstudy, af ds students of teaching the opportunity to examine

'reaLirlife teaching situations repeatedly and critically..

Discourse

Throughout our deliberations in the past'year we have come time and again

to the insight that research and teacher,educationare togtolinguistic pto-

ceases. We have
tometimeo,

s-arrived.at this insight by'examination of the

minutes and transcripts of(ont own-meetings, where.we'find early, halting at-

tempts to talk across disciplinary lanes and typical role expectations that :

,

-accompany the statusesif "researcher" and "collaborating teacher."
'

We have

,

also-found the sociolinguistic nature of the process-of bringing research into

practice to be apparent in our efforts to share our work with diverse audi-
t

,ences. When we worked with gtaduate student d in educational research, the

teacher members f the Forum were rgteived 1s :expert informants on the process

/

of negotiating entry:, They dasily-led our graduate students in lively simula-

tionstiont and explorations of the complicated and sensitive probleMs of relations

between researchers andnteachers in the field. Similarly, when the teachers

shared.insights on the teaching of writing with undergraduate' education .

aajora,'their experienceAyere received, with gre&t interest and enihuidasm by
. .

, .\

the future teachers: The Fo'ruorteachert\had an apparent ligitimacy that'none
,

of the. researchers enjoyed 40-working with these students..

The Forum teachers have been perhemszst effective when sharing 4jheir

intights 7ibm the research.with other teachers.. Althoughesear hers are
,

0 .4

12 I

I
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always present during these meetings, their indights and opinions are rarely

sou\ ghc. Instead, the Forum teachers speak authoritatively about both the ex-

erience of participating in research and about the. lessons learned al:shut

writing instruction. Thl Forum teachers and their audience share common ex-

periencei, and the teachers readily accept ,the materials offered them.

In contrast, when we have worked with curriculum' specialists and adminis-

trators, we find a greater tendency for the.participints to seek confirmation

or an authoritative answer about some Jaime in writing instruction not from

the teachers, but from the researchers. We find the administrators and

specialists speaking the language of research comfortably. They appear to

take the insights of the teachers as interesting, but turn to the researchers
A

for the legitimated knowledge they came to the inservice to gain.

While what has been reported here are admittedly first impressions based

on our initial inservice work, they prompt us to ask research questions about

the sociolinguistic division of labor within the community of education and

the legitimacy of various bodies of knowledge about teaching. It has been

argued that such a division exists and is reified by means of the language and

social expectations participants from different groups carry into face-to-face

contact (Florio, 1983).

The Second Year

Taking our initial experiences both within 'the Forum and in our contacts

with diverse audiences as data for further investigation, the Forum moved into

.its sefond year of operation (1982-83) with a three-part agenda:

1. continuing dissemination of our research both on written Literacy and
on the process of bringing research into practice,

2. adding to our research and data sWt by conducting'a study of written
literacy in secondary school, and
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3. broadening the membe.rship oithe,Forum to include teachep not,previ-
ously involved inwritingresearch.

In retrospect, the .second year of Forum activities can be characterized

as .a time of.expansion and change of membership, research activities, and

scope of operations. In its second year; the Forum expanded its membership to

include teachers not previously involved in research by inviting two teachers

of writing at the high school level to join. These invitations reflected the

group's concern for sharing the Forum experience With other teachers in the

district under study, opening up the possibility of research on high school

writing, and encouraging dialogue about problems of writing instruction across

all of the grade levels in the district.

Beginning in September 1982, IRT researchers joined by a new graduate

intern, dontinued to meet with one elementary teacher and two middle school

teachers from the original Forum. In addition, two high school teachers

joined the group. One teacher is primarily responsible for instruction in

i
ninth-grade English, but teaches creative And expository writing to upper-

f

classmen as well. A photographer with a local and national reputation, he is

,particularly interested in the motivational aspects of writing instruction.

The second new Forum member is the director of the high school Writing-Lab.

This lab serves the.needs of all ninth graders. As its creator and pro

prietor" this teacher has the opportunity to meet and work"with all ninth

graders and with their teachers. The lab employs individually guided instrun-

tion and word processors to enable students to practice such writing skills as

grammar, punctuation, and parts of speech. The teacher who runs the lab is

also a writer who has published her own poetry.
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Themes of Forum Discussions
3

11

- -
During the fall and winter, discussions at the Forum's monthly mee.tgs

centered on two themes:.

. 1. instructional and curricular issues of concern cutting across grade
levels in the district (e.g., assessment of student writing, ways to

. expand and extend the kinds and purposes of student writing at all
levels, potential applications of computers in writing instruction);
and

2. the influence Of factors external to the classroom on the writing
curriculum (e.g., district-level decisions about grading policies,
testing, materials; parental values, heterogeneity of.the student
population served in the district, types' and frequency of inservice
activities in writing).

During these discussions, it quickly became apparent that the addition of

new Forum members not only changed the nature of our meetings, but also broad-

ened the agenda to include-exploration of concerns at the district and com-
4

munity level, as well as the particular, specific concerns of day-to-day life

in the classroom. These discussions helped to shape the emerging research

agenda of the Written Literacy Forum and introduced the concept of "nested

environments for writing" (the clas'sroom within the school within the dis-

. trict, etc.) that exist in schools and classrooMs. These environments help

to shape both teacher' planning and opportunities to write in school. Though

they have been implicit in our previous research, these environments have been

important in both our Forum discussions and o6r research this year.

Forum Research: Environments For
Writing in the High School

From September 1982 through January 1983, Forum researchers undertook a

'study of writing in the ninth-grade classrooms of-the two new Forum members.

Expanding written literacy research.for the first time into the high school,

this study was intended to serve as a pilot both to describe the dynalqics pf
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the important transitional ninth-grade year in,the writing lives of,students,

and to learn more about how to study writing instruction-in high school set-

.tings.

Preliminary Findings

. -
Our pilot

.

research Anring fall term included classroom participant obser-'

vation, teachers:keeping journals, and interviews of teachers and students.

Data were analyzed in weekly staff meetings, wheri emerging patterns were

identified, guiding, questions refined, working hypotheses generated and test-
, . - -.. , .

.
...

.

ed, Id data collection decisions modified in process. Since data gathering

ended, data analysIa has continued, resulting in several research reports in
q7 :-

process and the development of a proposal for additional research on high

school writing.

Data analysis in our pilot research suggests that teachers of high school

English must plan and instruct in the context of many, often competing, goals

and values for literacy education. The, high school is the last contact with

formal, public education for many students. How long these students stay, and

what they learn there, is of interest to many people. The diverse interests

that are at stake in high school curriculum and instruction often play them-

selves out as a myriad of contextual factors, including the time, material,

and curricular mandates with which the teacher must work. In addition, 'the

teacher Must work with diverse students nearing adulthood whose past experi-

end&g-and future life plans differ with respect to the role that writing plays

rthin them. How these forces and factors are mediated in teacher planning

a d loanaged in the everyday classroom lives of teachers and students is the

focus of our current research on high school writing and is echoed in our de-

liberations and workshop planning with Forum teachers.

16
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Teachers. Attend to Three Environmental Levels of Writing

Our research to date suggests that effective teachers alternate their

attention and energies _Among three levels of sociocognitive environments for

writing in high school.. At the most general level, the teachers we observed

.aplear to attend,ko establishing the social system of ,the clarisroom with its

accompanying expectations, norms, rules, and routines for doing the business

of schooling in general and of school writing in particular. Early in the

,school year, we observed especially heavy attention given by the teachers to

this most general level of the environmenCfor writing.

The second level of the.environment for writing is the curriculum itself.

Here we observed teachers focusing on particular units ot activities that we

have called in our previous research "occasions for writing" and on the or-

chestration of these occasions for writing, the relationships among them$and

the practical operational details within each occasion for writing (Florio

1982).

There is a_ third level of the environment for writing which we ar
a

find-

ing teachers must attend to if writing instruction is to be reasonably suc-

cessful for all students. This third level is that of the individual 4udent.

The teacher's task is to interest, motivate, and assist individual students

(particularly those for whom written expression is difficult) so that they

will participate in and make sense of each opportunity to develop written

\ literacy. When attending to this third level of the environment for writing,

\ the teacher is drawing heavily on his or her knowledge of the background, in-

terests, and learning style of individual students. In the process,-some of

the details of the occasion for writing may be modified so that, in effect

soMewhat different writing curriculum is experienced by each pupil. From the

student's point of view, .each writing task or occasion may be interpreted in

1
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terms of his or her unique history and current situation. So it follows that

both the teacher. and individual students participate and negotiate to estab-

lish and maintain this third level of environment for-Zsriting., It is this
, 4

level that we hope to investigate more thoroughly in our future research and

in the interview and dialogue- journal studies now being undertaken.

In our piLoeresearch, we are finding tha%all three of these levels ;of

environments for writing' are important because they are each profoundly con
.

nected to writing as communication between teachers-and students. Teachers

and students make meaning together in both oral and written language. -Thus,

writing is not only a.curricular content but a curricular process. Writing,

as such a process, may oemay
4
not be genuinely meaningful to, the students who

are asked to do it. Whether or not school writing is meaningful to students

matters not only in terms of their motivation and interest,' but in the range

of writing skills they. ultimately have an opportunity to acquire and grac-

tics.

Vieviecl, in this light, the task demands in an environment for writing can

be thought of as rights and duties of-the composer negotiated 'differently

between teachers and students for different purposes. Who finds the topic?

Who selects the genre? Who plans the paper's format? Whose purpose is served

by the writing? How do teachers mediate the many forces from within and out-

side the classroom that influence writing instruction in school to craft en-

vironments in which stude4 have a share in the rights and obligations of

authorship? These are the kinds of questions that our pilot research gener-

ated and that form the essence of our Forum deliberations.

uture Plans and Dissemination

Having collected the data and generated initial workinglypotheses about

patterns within them, all the Forum members will have an opportunity to

I
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examine them and to discuss the concept of environments for writing in greater

depth. It is our hope that this continued and collaborative reduction and

analysis of data !Ill inform the writing of several papers for both research-
:-

ers and practitioners. Two that are planned include one oo'the roles of

teacher and atx!dent in the composing process, focusing on the teacher as

spondent to the student writer. A second paper will be a synthesis of

research on writing instruction intended for practitioners that will review

not only case studies of writing instruction, but psychological studies of the

composing process and applications of new technology to writing instruction.

We hope this synthesis of research for teachers will inform their curricular

decision making.

A related area that holds promise for future Forum research into practice

is that of the problems and promisei of computer technology in writing

instruction. As wad mentioned earlier, the Writing Lab studied in Forum

research and taught by one of our members employs microcomputers as word pro-

cessors. In our past high school observations, we documented students' writ-

ing at the keyboard and contrasted it to stu writing in more traditional

settings. Our future high school observations will llow us to continue this.

This kind of close documentation of the computer in use in classrooms and of

the way it is related to student Writing and teacher.curticular decision mak-
-.

ing may be of value to both researchers and practitioners interested in its

applications to writing instruction.

Currently, several Forum members are working on the issue,of using com-
,

puters in writing instruction in various ways. The Writing Lab teacher is

conducting workshops for other teachers on the use of computers in writing

instruction. In addition, several other Forum teachers now have computers in

their rooms, and Christopher Clark has worked with them and their colleagues
1

19
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as a consultant on computer use. Susan Florio-Ruane is a member ofthe
,t

admisoroard for an NIE- sponsored project by Bolt, Baranek, and Newman,. Inc.

to develop Software for use in writing instruction in elementary classrooms.

Clearly, this is an area of interest to the Forum and one that may grow
9 0

importance in the coming months:

Conclusion

The first two years of operation of the Written Literacy Forum constitute

a maest but important step toward bringing research and practice together.

°,° Figure,1 is a useful heuristic both for planning and for describing the

FOru&S current work. It lists theoretical, conceptual/heuristic, and

practical/applied contributions that our activities have made and can continue

to make in the areas of curriculum development, instructional improvement, and

"' both pre7 and inservice teacher education. In addition, when the figure is

taken as a whole, it displays how, in a single research enterprise, it is pos-

sible to produce descriptions of the relationships among curriculum, instruc-

tion, and teacher preparation and professional development. The.Forughas the

potential to demonstrate and illustrate the relationships and interdependence

among teachers' theoretical knowledge, their conceptual understandings, and

their practical behavior.

The effort to merge the perspectives of teachers and researchers has de-

manded a considerable amount of time and energy, especially from Forum teach-

ers. The Costs and benefits of this kind of collaboration are discussed in a

recent paper by Florio (1983). Through inservice workshopsand'conference

presentations, Forum members have had direct contact with hundreds of teach:-

:11ers, prospective teachers, school administrators, and researchers. There is

no' simple way to measure or summarize the effects of these influences, but it .

20
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is reasonable.to believe that our efforts shave at least heightened teachers'

awareness of the complexity of written literacy acquisition and of the many

opportunities that he school year presents to the alert teacher to foster'

good writing. Within the school district in which the f rum has been meeting,

a

. ,

dialogue has sprung up about the nature of writing; the curriculum; and the

process of wri.ting'instruction across the grade levels. This dialogue process

could serve as one model of professional communication for other/teachers and

districts and in other subject matter domains. And, finally,, the Forum ex-

/

peri nce has served to focus our research questions. on. topics and issues that,

from perspectives of experienced teachers, are mo likely to yield find-

ings of immediate practical value. While we have muc learn about how to

combine the theoretical and the practical in education to the benefit of both,

the IRT Written Literacy Forum has made a promising start.

22
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et
SimulLon Game for Researchers on Gaining Entry

Rules of Simulation Games

Envelope I/
Time Allowed: 20 minutes
Special Instructions: Each member is to take one of the white' envelopes and

follow the individual instructions contained in it.
Task: Researcher presents proposed study and group discusses it.
DO. NOT LET'ANYONE ELSE SEE YOUR INSTRUCTIONS!
(Afker 20 minutes, go on to the next envelope.)

Envelope II
Time Allowed: 10 minutes
Task: Group members reach consensus on whether or not to cspperate with the

study.
(After 10 minutes, go on to the next envelope.)

21

Envelope III
Time Allowed: 20 minutes (15 minutes for Tasks A & B; 5 minutes for. Task 0
Task A: Choose a recorder for your group who will take-notes for your

discussion.
Task B: Discuss the first two phases of the Simulation game. Sample

discussion, questions:
1. Who were the different characters in the simulation?
2. How did the people in the simulation view research?

- What is at stake for them?
- What is to be gained?

3. What strategies did people in the simulation use to accomplish
their'goals?
- What worked?
- What problems were encountered?

Were these the only strategies that could have been used?
4. Could the simulated situation have really happened? Why? Why

not?

Task C: Generate a list of the issues involved in gaining entry based onoyour
group's experience. (This should be recorded on experience paper.)

Sample of Roles to be Played

Making Entry Principals Meeting

Role: Earnest .

Position: Researcher
You are to present your proposed study to an administrative meeting of
district principals. Generally describe your study and be prepared to
answer questions.

25
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Role: Reluctant fr
.

.

Position: Principal
You.have'admitted researchcrsto your school one time before. They to6k
up much of the staff's.-time and energy but did not share what they
learned. You do' not want this situation. to be repeated.

Role: Supportive
Position: Principal

You are a curriculum leader supportive of change and:innovation.

Role: Intervening
Position: Principal

You are concerned about how basic
want ,a special report on this study from researchers.

skills of writing are taught. You:.

Role: Protective
Position:. Principal

You are an advocate of Children's rights. Rektearcher(s) niaTbaVe.
difficulty convincing you that the studentalrights will be protected.

SP,Role: Imposing/Intervening
Position: Principal

You have the responsibility of submitting. teacher evaluations to the
superintendent. You Want4the researcher(s) to do some of the work for
you.

Role: Defensive
Position: Principal

You feel'threatened because7youAlave recently received adverse. publicity
about your school. You are anxious that researcher(s) make a commitment
to present the findings publicly in a positive light:.to the school board
and the community.

7
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,Promoting Parental Involvement in Writing at Home

During 1979-81.a naturalistic study of schooling and the acquisitiopjof'

written. literacy was conducted in two classrooms, a combined second and third

grade and a sixth grade, by members of a research team from the Institute for

Research Fn Teaching at Michigan State University. The first 10 months of

§

the study. consisted of' extensfve,participant observation, interviewing, teach-

er journal keepilg, \sampling of sfudent writing, and videotaping of occasions

'f r'Writing in these two clasarooms. The four teachers involved,in the study

.(two;, ocal teachers and their teammates) were active throughout the-project as

research :collaborators who helped to .shape the inquiry and give direction

to the data interpretations..

Through the course of .the study, it became evident that writing and its

instruction were, meaningfully organized not into discrete units such, as les-

Sons, but into broader units of related activities that integrated a range of

skills and served -broad social and_acadethic functions. Literacy resides not

:entirely in the production of documents, but also in a complex of social

expressive purposes, and resources for writing. These broader units

js.
WereAabeled -occasions for writing." These` occasions have four, funCtions:

..writing to participate in community,

'2. writing to know oneself and others,

Writing to occupy free time, and

writing to demonstrate academic competence.

These functions allow parents to become actively involved in the process

of developing their children's writing ability any petency in skill areas

the acquisition of written litetScy. Writink does .,not &list as a self-
.N'

contained subject area limited by the school curriculum and the classroom

4'

o.
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teacher. To help families become actively involved in writing, the following

letter, based on the four functions of writing, was developed. In its present

form the letter can be sent home to families at the end of the school year as

an idea 'list for the summer. With modification of the introductory and clos

ing paragraphs, itivcomes4. useful tool at open houses, conference times, and

ParentTeacher Association Meetings. Use your imagination to adapt it to your

needs.
I

7

Jo Ann BurakDohanich, Formerly of Donley Elementary School
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Dear Family,

Parents often'ask what they can do to help their children over the summer
vacation. Writing is one area that you.can concentrate on to help your child
improve in all skill areas.

You can help your child to become a better writer by providing occasions for
meaningful writing practice. Someone once said, "To learn to write, you have
,to write (and write and write)." This is'perhaps the most important thing for
your child to do to become a better writer. People write best when they, have
something to communicate and when they see writing as the best way to do that
communicating. Here are some suggestions to start you thinking:

1. Have your child do writing as part of regular household responsibili-
ties: Make shopping lists, keep track of chore assignments, plan a
party or trip (how many people will we invite, what kind of food will
we need, how much will it cost?).

2. Plan a family writing project: Keep a family journal or a log of a
family trip (encourage both writing and drawing in these activities).

3. Encourage your child to write to relatives and friends who may be
away from home: Calling may be the "next best thing to being there,"
but writing will increase your child's reading and writing skills,
plus it's always fun to get a reply. (It helps to choose people you
know will write back.)

4. Be a good example for your child: Show him or her that writing is a
good way to communicate. Write to your child now and then--praising
him/her for a job completed, reminding him/her of a special occasion..
Write letters or cards to family and/or friends, write letters to the
local papers, write complaints (or complim9nts) about products and
services in letters. Make an occasion of both writing the letter and
sharing the reply with your child.

5. Encourage diary keeping: To do this you'll need to respect the pri-
vacy of the diary and be open to those occasions when your child
wants to share an entry with you. Why not keep a diary of your qwn
following the same rules?

6. Read and discuss the writing your child brings home to show you:
Don't just look over graded papers your child brings home from
school, but all types including those written for fun or projects
completed at Sunday School or at Scouts.

Remember basic skills develop with writing. Writing is practiced most in
situations where it is valued and useful, television and telephones notwith-
.

standing. So write away this summer and right away it will be September.

Enjoy your summer.

Sincerely,

.
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Using Unexpected Occasions for Writing

Writing in school is far more varied and complex than we dreamed when we

began our study. Our classroom observations, talks with teachers and stu-.

dents, occasional videotaped lessons, and review of students' written work

tell us that school writing.has the following features:

1. Writing takes place all during the school day --in language or commu-
nication arts, reading, science, social studies, math, and free
time.

a. Some classroom activities are intended specifically to teach
about writing (shelling; punctuation, sentence and paragraph
structure, writing style).

b. In other activities, writing is used to accompliih another kind

of learning. Some examples of this kind are the recording of
observations in science booklets, social studies descriptions of
life in other cultures, and filling in worksheets for reading or
math skill practice.

2. Writing varies An such things as length, content, and complexity
depending on the school activity within which it takes place.

3. Special occasions and events--both clastfroom and school-wide--often
provide fruitful opportunities for student writing. Plays, field
,trips, assemblies and special projects happen throughout the year and
are the occasions for much student learning':

a. Writing happens all the time.

b. Whenever possible, writing should be meaningful--relevant to

children's experiences.

4. The teacher plays a very special role in writing instruction.

a." The teacher not only drills and monitors the progress of the
student in basic skill learning,, but also. organizes the school
day with many opportunities to practice those skills meaningfully
in written expression.

b. He or she provides Modeling appropriate to students' age and

maturity.

The teacher should never require pupils to do what he or she
would not be willing to do.
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Writing Happens all the Time!

How aware are you of these happenings?

1. Sending letters and cards to a sick friend or.classmate.

2. Writing' thank you notes.

3. Acknowledging major accomplishments of students (e.g. congratulatory note
for placing in the Pinewood Derby).

4. 1Setting a story to a play.

5. Describing the mood of a day.

6. Writing the main idea of a film, TV shoW, or radio program.

7. After listening to a concert, listing the titles of any three songs. 1/$

8. Having students sequence poSitive or negative behavior in a letter to
.parents.

9. Recording problems or positive situations in the general school
environment.

10. Allowing children to critique each other's written work using a ,

compliment sandwich --two positive sentences about the work and a
negative one sandwiched in between.

11. Recording special events that happen during a day or week on chart

paper or in diaries.

*12. Searching for the mechanics of writing in the media.

13. Writing letters to chambers of commerce, tourist, agencies, governmental
agencies to obtain information.

14. Responding to contests in newspapers and magazines.

Brainstorm for More Unexpected 0 casiona for Writing,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Daisy Thomas,
Donley Elementary School
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How to Use Parent-Helpers in the Evaluation of Writing

If writing is to be valued by students, it is imperative for them to know

that Ohat they write will be read.

Frequently, teachers do not encourage as much writing in their classes as

they feel they should simply because they know they will not be able to do an

adequate evaluation of a large number of papers. These teachers sense that to

meet their students' needs they must write some positive comments, make some

corrections, and/or give suggestions for improvement. Using parent-helpers in

the evaluation procatis can relieve the teacher of some pressure and, at the

same time, give the student another viewpoint of his/her writing.

It is our purpose to assist teachers by suggesting ideas on how to select

effective parent-helpers, how to communicate teacher expectations to, the

helpers, and how to keep the system working.

1. How to select a paient-helpei

a. Obvious interest.

4
b. Positiie attitudes.

c. Ability to follow directions.

d. Realization of importance of promptness.

e. 'Awareness of general rules for good writing
(1) spelling (2) grammar (3) clarity (4) punctuation (5) fore.

2. How to communicate your expectations to parent-helpers

a, One-on-one confeiences,

b. Models: (1) examples 'of symbols used,for corrections, (2)
examples of students' papers with corrections, (3) examples
of positive comments to be used on students' papers.

3. How to keep the system working tc

r a. Develop a workable delivery and return. system.

b.. Have each parent evaluate one group of students' papers-.
throughout the year.

32
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c. Notify parent-helpers of schedule changes (i.e., no assignMent
because of a holiday, professional development days, etc.).

d. Recognize helpers periodically. through (1) notes (2) phone
calls.

Appeals at open houses, requests in school/room newsletters, and utiliza-

tion of parent volunteer coordinators are some ways to solicit parent- helpers.

Benefits of using parents in the evaluation of students' writingsjnclude more

positive attitudes toward writing assignments by teachers and improved public

relations.

Wayne Hastings, Hannah Middle School

Marilyn Peterson, Donley Elementary School

4
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